Is managing your initiatives, plans and schedules becoming a herculean effort?

Are you struggling to attain systematic execution, continual improvement and overall efficiencies?

Initiatives and activities in any organization lend themselves to planning and scheduling. But gaps in planning and monitoring, lack of coordination among teams, conflicting resource allocation, etc., make them daunting.

Advaiya EPM Solution is a way of intelligent thinking, connecting and working, supported by an information system that organizes enterprise’s resources. It aligns initiatives and activities with your vision, strategy and goals, and provides a comprehensive view of your organization’s efforts.

Plan and schedule your initiatives successfully with our EPM solution

Advaiya has been a Microsoft Gold partner for 9 years. With expertise in EPM solutions, we offer:

- **EPM Solution Implementation**
  Ensure proper implementation of organizational processes, standards and controls through migration, adoption, project management methodologies and best practices.

- **Project and Portfolio Management Solution**
  Understand business objectives and implement them organization wide with powerful tools for portfolio optimization, project processes, project planning, execution, monitoring and team collaboration.

- **Innovation Management**
  Achieve business results, evaluate risks, and optimize on strategy execution through mature technology innovation and development lifecycle patterns based execution.

- **Integration and Customization**
  Integrate components of Microsoft Project Server - Microsoft Project Professional, Microsoft Project Web Access, Project Portfolio Server and SharePoint, to maximize ROI.

- **Reporting and Dashboards**
  Develop role based dashboards with customized reports and get a complete view of related portfolios to enable faster decision making.

Easily plan and schedule
Manage from anywhere
Enhance team collaboration
Communicate in real-time
Minimize cost overruns
**Case Studies**

**Eskan Bank – Bahrain**

Advaiya planned and implemented Enterprise Project Management solution to centralize and automate project management activities of the bank. We connected the departments to help in tracking health of the projects, effectively manage portfolios and projects, and generate relevant reports. We implemented SharePoint Server 2013 for enhanced collaboration, and scheduled adoption training on relevant aspects for various roles.

**UST Global – IT services**

UST Global was looking for the seamless orchestration of processes and information flow. Advaiya developed custom interface application for mapping EPM and TFS projects together in EPM and ALM. We also developed dashboard designs for integrated views on project portfolios and resources details and an integrated solution for data synchronization within PeopleSoft and Sales Force.

To learn more about how our services and offerings can help you in addressing your needs, write to us at connect@advaiya.com or contact us
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